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I. INTRODUCTION

For MEMS (micro electro mechanical systems) and NEMS (nano electro mechanical

systems), photoresist lithography has been applied for micro / nano device

fabrication, such as microfluidic structures, quantum dots, and photonic devices. The

flexible 3D (three dimensional) micro / nano fabrication technique and its process

simulation have become one of the major topics. In this research, the moving-mask

technology and lithography processes of the positive-tone photoresists is modeled

and simulated. The validity of simulation for the proposed 3-D nano /

microstructuring is successfully confirmed by the comparison between experimental

results and simulated results. The developed modeling and simulation can discuss

and optimize photoresist characteristics and lithography process conditions.

II. MOVING MASK LITHOGRAPHY

Figure 1 shows a simple schematic of the mechanism in the macro / nano

embedded channel and L/S formation according to the range of mask moving. The

dose profile and pattern profile on a positive photoresist correspond to a L/S mask

pattern under the three kinds of the mask movement trajectory in Figs. 1(2a). For a

positive resist, the mask-movement rang is shorter than the sizes of linewidth in

order to expose and cleave the dissolution inhibitor groups (protecting groups)

partially at the part of L/S pattern sidewall. The sidewall angle increases according

to the longer mask-movement range. Figure 2 shows the added deposited dose

profile in a positive resist at the initial time and the time.

III. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

Figure 3 show the simulation results of positive CAR processes for a 75-nm L/S

pattern formation. Simulation results of a positive CAR are aerial image, the PAG

concentration after exposure process, the cross-linked polymer concentration after
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PEB for a negative CAR corresponding to the de-protected inhibitor concentration

in a positive CAR, the dissolution rate concentration for development, and a pattern

profile. Figure 4 show simulation results of a space pattern in a positive resist due

to the dependence of the mask-movement trajectory.
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